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Learn Italian in Abruzzo
with inlingua Pescara
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inlingua International
inlingua Pescara is part of inlingua International Schools of Languages, with
more than 400 language schools in 40 countries around the world. The
inlingua method of learning languages is the result of 50 years of experience.
Over 500,000 students learn languages with us every year.
Since inlingua was founded in 1968, it has grown to
become one of the largest and most successful
language organizations in the world. inlingua is
constantly developing new concepts to meet the everchanging needs of clients in all markets and to
ensure that we are up to date with modern teaching
and learning techniques and technologies.
The inlingua Pedagogical Team in Bern, Switzerland, produces a wide range
of teaching materials, written to be used with the inlingua method. The key
features of the inlingua method and materials are an emphasis on oral
communication,a high level of student participation and systematic,
comprehensive language practice.
inlingua Pescara offers you a professional and enthusiastic way to
develop your learning path using inlingua method. We offer courses in
English, Arabic, French, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish,
German and Italian for foreingers.
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why inlingua Pescara?
Inlingua Pescara is located in the center
of the city amongst shops and cafes. Students
enjoy comfortable classrooms with natural
light and views of the main square. At about
5 minutes by walk from our school you can
find the seaside with restaurants, bars and
amusement locations.

We understand all the planning involved in
studying overseas so we are here to help. We
can assist you with booking accommodation
and airport transfer so that when you arrive
you are ready to study!

Our teachers are qualified and experienced
professionals with certified teaching
credentials and extensive training in the
inlingua method. They are young, dynamic
and passionate about teaching, so
they will always help you to study
with enthusiasm and dedication.
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Courses - online or at school
IIP - Individual Italian Programs
A flexible course based on students`individual needs. Individual, one-to-one, training is
the most efficient way to learn a language. With the exclusive attention of your trainer
you have the opportunity to progress at your own pace. More importantly the course can
be adapted and tailored to your individual needs and focus on specific language skills
and vocabulary that are or will be important to you in your job.
COURSE

LESSONS

HOURS

PRICE

IIP 10

10 lessons x 60'

10 hours

€ 350,00

IIP 15

15 lessons x 60'

15 hours

€ 510,00

IIP 20

20 lessons x 60'

20 hours

€ 665,00

MG - Minigroup
The quality of learning depends on the frequency of individual participation during the
lessons. This is why inlingua recommends having small groups with a limited number of
students (max. 4). Group work is fun and stimulating, suitable for whoever wishes to
share and assimilate the learning experiences of their classmates.
COURSE

LESSONS

HOURS

PRICE

MG 15

15 lessons x 60'

15 hours

€ 375,00

MG 20

20 lessons x 60'

20 hours

€ 460,00

MG 60

60 lessons x 60'

60 hours

€ 1.305,00
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CELI - Certificazione italiano
The Certificate of Knowledge of Italian Language (CELI) is an Italian
language proficiency certificate that ratifies competences and language
skills. It can be used in the work field or for study purposes. It is possible to
choose from CELI for immigrants and CELI for adolescents. The main
difference is the content of the texts and types of tasks to be completed
during the test. These tests follow the same levels of the QCER and share the
same verification methods and strict certification processes. The Ministero
del Lavoro e delle Politiche Sociali recognizes the CELI certificate in the
context of immigration and favors its diffusion to promote the knowledge of
Italian language among immigrants legally residing in Italy
DATE EXAM

10th of May

21st of September

30th of
November

CERTIFICATE

CELI immigrati

LEVEL
A1 CELI impatto i
A2 CELI 1 i
B1 CELI 2 i cittadinanza

CELI

A2 CELI 1 i
B1 CELI 2 i cittadinanza

CELI

A1 CELI impatto i
A2 CELI 1 i
B1 CELI 2 i cittadinanza

DEADLINE

8th of April

18 th of August

20 th of
October
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Cultural activities and Excusions in Abruzzo
Note: All the prices listed above include a tour leader.
The prices may differ according to the number of participants and the season.

Caramanico
Leaving Pescara at 9.00 and arriving to
Caramanico around 10.30 am.
Excursion in Orfento Valley during the
morning.
Transfer to Decontra and lunch in a local
restaurant. Coming back to Pescara in the
evening. Material to bring: small backpack,
shoes for trekking, comfortable clothes,
sunglasses, hat, water.

Price per person € 75,00

Cantina Zaccagnini
Leaving Pescara at 9.00 for a guided
gastronomic tour of the popular wine
cellar Zaccagnini.

Price per person € 65,00
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Riviera Adriatica

Leaving Pescara for a guided tour of Ortona
and the popular Aragonese Castle. Visit of
San Giovanni in Venere Abbey and Trabocchi
coastline with a charming dinner in a
traditional trabocco on
. the sea shore.

Price per person € 115,00

La bella addormentata
Leaving Pescara in the morning for a
guided tour of Santo Stefano di Sessanio
village (also called Sextantio) and Rocca
Calascio medieval castle. Lunch in Fonte
Vetica at Campo Imperatore (cheese and
roasted sheep meat skewer).

Price per person: € 85
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L'Aquila e Laboratorio del Gran Sasso
Leaving Pescara at 9.00 for a guided tour of L’Aquila. Lunch in a local
restaurant. Visit of Gran Sasso science laboratory in the afternoon.

Price per person € 110,00
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Civitella del Tronto e Ascoli Piceno
Leaving Pescara at 9.00 for a guided tour of Civitella del Tronto. Lunch in a
local restaurant. Tour of Ascoli historical city center in the afternoon.
Coming back to Pescara in the evening.
Price per person € 85,00
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Gole del Sagittario e Scanno
Leaving Pescara at 9.00 for a guided tour
of Sagittario Canyon Valley. Lunch in a
local restaurant (Agriturismo Da
Gregorio). Visit of Scanno Village and
gold laboratory in the afternoon.

Price per person € 105,00

Atri e Torre di Cerrano
Leaving Pescara at 9.00 for a guided visit
of Atri. Lunch in a traditional restaurant.
Free visit of Cerrano Tower in the
afteroon. Coming back to Pescara in the
evening.
Price per person € 75,00
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Chieti
Leaving Pescara at 9.00 for a guided tour of Chieti city center. Lunch in a local
restaurant. Coming back to Pescara in the afternoon.

Price per person € 65,00

Sulmona e Pacentro
Leaving Pescara at 9.00 for a guided tour of Sulmona city center and its typical
products (Sugared Almonds Museum). Lunch in a local restaurant. Visit of Pacentro
village in the afternoon. Coming back to Pescara in the evening.

Price per person € 95,00
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Weekend trips around Italy
Note: All the prices listed above include a tour leader.
The prices may differ according to the number of participants and the season.

Roma
1 DAY
Leaving Pescara in the morning for a guided tour of the Ancient Capital City.
Visit of Fori Imperiali and Colosseo, lunch in a local restaurant to taste Roman
products. Visit of Piazza Venezia, Pantheon, Fontana di Trevi, Piazza Navona,
Piazza di Spagna. Dinner in a restaurant. Transfer to the Hotel in the late
evening.

2 DAY
Breakfast in the Hotel, leaving for a
guided tour of San Pietro and
Cappella Sistina. Lunch in a
restaurant. Shopping in the
afternoon. Coming back to Pescara
in the late evening.

Price per person € 310,00
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Matera
1 DAY
Leaving for Matera in the morning. Transfer to the hotel. Lunch in a restaurant.
Visit of Matera city center in the afternoon. Dinner in a restaurant. Coming
back to the Hotel in the late evening.
2 DAY
Breakfast in the Hotel. Visit of the Stones’ City in morning (World Unesco
Heritage Site). Lunch in a local resturant. Free afternoon. Coming back to
Pescara in the late evening.
Price per person € 235,00
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Piglia la Puglia
DAY 1
(PESCARA-TRANI-OSTUNI- CASTEL DEL MONTE-MONOPOLI)
Leaving at 6.00 in the morning for Trani, visit of the city center and cathedral.
Leaving for Castel Del Monte. Free lunch. Visit of Monopoli in the late
afternoon. Arriving to the hotel in the evening. Dinner in the Hotel.
DAY 2
(ALBEROBELLO- GROTTE DI CASTELLANA)
Breakfast in the Hotel. Guided tour of Alberobello in the morning. Lunch in a
local restaurant. Visit to Castellana Caves in the afternoon. Coming back to
Pescara in the late evening.
Price per person € 247,00
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Firenze e Siena
1 DAY
Leaving for Firenze in the early morning. Arriving around 12.30, lunch and
guided tour of Firenze city center in the afternoon. Transfer to the Hotel in the
evening and dinner.
2 DAY
Breakfast in the Hotel. Visit of Firenze. Lunch in a local restaurant.
Coming back to the Hotel for dinner.
3 DAY
Breakfast in the Hotel. Leaving for Siena and visit of the historical city center.
Lunch in Siena. Coming back to Pescara in the evening.
Price per person € 410,00
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Napoli e Pompei
1 DAY
Leaving for Napoli, arriving around 12.30 to the Hotel, lunch and guided tour of
Napoli City Center in the afternoon. Coming back to the Hotel and dinner.
2 DAY
Breakfast in the Hotel. Leaving for Ercolano, guided tour, lunch and transfer to
Pompei. Guided tour of Pompei. Coming back to Pescara in the late evening.
Price per person € 205,00
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Costiera Amalfitana
1 DAY
Leaving for Amalfi Coast. Arriving to the hotel and
dinner.
2 DAY
(Capri/Anacapri) Breakfast and dinner in the
Hotel+ lunch in a local restaurant. Guided tour of
Capri, visit of Augusto Gardens with a wonderful
view. Freetime for shopping in the afternoon.
Coming back to the hotel in the evening.

3 DAY
(Amalfi Coast by boat) Breakfast in the
Hotel. Leaving for Amalfi Coast by boat.
Guided tour and Visit of Positano.
Transfer to Amalfi by boat and visit of the
city and the majestic Duomo of S. Andrea.
Free time for shopping. Lunch in a local
restaurant with drinks included. Leaving
for Salerno harbour in the afternoon and
coming back to Pescara in the late
evening.

Price per person € 335,00
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Ischia
1 DAY
Leaving for Pozzuoli and arriving to Ischia in the late morning. Transfer to
the Hotel. Visit of Ischia by bus in the afternoon. Dinner in the Hotel.
2 DAY
Breakfast in the Hotel. Visit of the most important places of Ischia Island.
Lunch in the Hotel. Visit of Ischia harbour in the afternoon. Coming back to
Pescara in the evening.
Price per person € 210,00
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Napoli, Sorrento, Capri
DAY 1
Leaving from Pescara at 7.30 in the morning and arriving to Naples at 12.00. Free
Lunch. Guided tour of Napoli in the afternoon (from 14.00). Transfer to
Sorrento, free time and dinner in the Hotel.
DAY 2
Breakfast in the hotel, leaving for Capri by boat. Free time for shopping and
walking around the Island of Capri. Lunch in Sorrento. Coming back to Pescara
in the evening around 21.00
Price per person € 235,00
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Venezia
DAY 1
Leaving for Venezia by train from Pescara Centrale. Free lunch. Arriving to
Venezia in the early afternoon and visit of the city. Transfer to the Hotel in the
evening and dinner.
DAY 2
Breakfast in the Hotel. Guided tour of the city. Lunch in a local restaurant. Free
afternoon for shopping. Back to Hotel in the evening and dinner.

DAY 3
Breakfast in the Hotel and
leaving for the Islands of Laguna
di Venezia by boat. Visit of
Murano and Burano in the
morning. Lunch in a restaurant
and tranfer to the train station
in the afternoon for coming back
to Pescara.
Price per person € 375,00
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inlingua Pescara
P.zza della Rinascita, 24 65122 Pescara
Tel. +39085385147 segreteria@inlinguapescara.it
www.inlinguapescara.com
Inlingua Pescara Italian For foreigners | Facebook

